
 

 

 

 

 

Central is going through incredible change at the moment, and with that change comes mistakes along the way. As 

campaigns officer, I will ensure that central are held accountable whenever they get it wrong. I want to be a voice for 

solidarity and unity within the community for all, regardless of your background. If I were to become campaigns officer, I 

will fight to move that underprivileged peoples voices are not only heard, but respected. I will also work alongside the BAME 

officer, International Officer, Women’s officer and LGBTQ+ officer to create an SU of cohesion. A vote for me is a vote for 

your experiences to become the doctrines of how central supports its community. There must be strong leadership when a 

campaign is sought after to eradicate inequality. I will work tirelessly to deliver my promises to you and to change the 

community for the better.  

 

 

MANIFESTO AIMS 

1. A radical new scholarship for individuals from underprivileged backgrounds. This will not be based 

on academic excellence, but rather the experiences of those individuals and how they sought to 

overcome incredible hardship to get to where they are today. 

2. Increased parameters for the hardship fund. The fund should not feel like a daunting process, if 

needed, but rather a real support system for those going through a tough time. 

3. Holding central accountable on its racism. The school must be held to account on its failures for 

current and previous students. This will also include a mandatory in person chat with the university 

community on what changes are being made. 

4. Dear white central part 2. DWC was held in 2018 and fractured the relationship between POC and 

the institution. DWC 2 would be a chance for the new principal, whoever they may be, to accept the 

faults of the past and pledge real change for a better university. 

5. A referendum on the new principal. The student body deserve a say. As campaigns officer I will push 

central to put forward nominations, chosen by the senior management team, for the student body to 

decide who they would Like to lead them through the next generation of central. 
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